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1) Outcomes to 2) Means of Assessment 3) Summary of data 4) Analysis of Data 5) Plan of action/what

     be Assessed     and Criteria of Success      Collected     to do next.

1) Students will acquire an Multiple choice pre/post test 350 students took the pre test. The data showed a 27% Mu 101 faculty's attempt to adjust and

     an understanding and dealing with basic historical The average score was 41%. improvement, which was improve student performance is guided

     and knowledge of music knowledge as well as considered quite successful. by this aphorism: What gets measured

     significant western listening examples from each 328 students took the post test. and evaluated gets improved.

     musical styles. major music era. The average score was 68%. This cycle represented the use

of a review sheet given to the A faculty concensus recommends that

The assessment of success There was a 27% improvement students prior to the post test. the following plan that seeks to en-

2) Students will be able was based on the improvement between the pre and post tests. hance results by:

     to aurally identify the in percentage scores between The improvement for Fall of 2010     1) Review sheets for stylistic period

     most important the pre and post test. was 20%.  In comparison Fall 2011          exams will be redesigned for 

     composers' represen- shows a 7% improvement.  This is          greated clarity and effectiveness.

     tative compositions 5-10% improvement - partially considered partially successful.     2) Review sheets for post test will be

     from each major successful.          redesigned for greated clarity and

     styllistic era.          effectiveness.

10-20% improvement - moderately     3)  Count the Post test as part of the

successful.           students' final grade.  (Previously

          the post test has not been counted

20% and above - quite successful.            as part of the students' final grade.)

These suggestions will be considered

successful when the post test class

average increases: 1-2% - partially

successful;, 3-4% - moderately 

successful, and 5% or more - quite 

successful.

Data will continue to be assessed by

compiling results from previous

semesters. Comparisons with previous

semesters will be made.
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